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With thanks for your ongoing sup-

Dear Friends,

mer / Autumn season.

port, and best wishes for the SumDr Maxim de Sauma, CEO and

Thank you for supporting the Brent

Clinical Director.

Centre and welcome to our bumper 50th
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Anniversary edition newsletter—I hope
you enjoy reading our latest news.
It has been a year of both achievements and great chal-

PG. 2 BBC filming and new Youth

lenges for helping young people in mental health crisis,

Panel.

bothin the UK and at the Brent Centre. Since the government launched its latest Green Paper proposals on child
mental health in December, we have helped 430 of Brent’s
young people in crisis, and seen our NHS referrals double
in number. The Brent Centre wrote to Secretary of State
Jeremy Hunt in March in response to the plans.
Young people struggling to make their way through uncertain times are now more than ever in need of our help —
for the latest news please check our Twitter feed at
@BC4YP and website.
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Vital media coverage on youth mental
health continued in October with BBC London

BBC interview at BCYP

TV coming to the Brent Centre to interview clinicians about the recent troubling rises in London youth suicides. (More on the figs on pg. 5.)

BCYP Psychotherapist
Anna Honeysett

BBC reporter Sarah Harris interviewed BCYP
Child & Adolescent Psychotherapists Adam Kay
and Anna Honeysett for two programmes on
the worrying increases — both set to air later
this month.

Filming at the
Roundwood
Youth Centre

Adam Kay talked to Sarah about how teens can
build resilience in response to internal and external pressures in the capital, and Anna Honeysett talked about what help is available for
young people and how young people can turn a
desperate situation around. Watch this space

BBC London
reporter
Sarah Harris

for an update on broadcast timings over
the next two to three weeks!

New youth panel
Helen Sussman, our new Practical Support
volunteer, has been working with young
people at the Queen's Park Community
School to create a new Youth Panel for the
Brent Centre.
The advisory panel, composed of eight to ten
young people aged 14 to 18, is a new Brent
Centre initiative which will see young people
more actively involved in feeding back on
the running and direction of the Centre.
Reaching out: BCYP Youth worker
Helen Sussman

Helen is finalizing recruitment after successfully attracting interest from over 30 young
applicants. The Youth Panel will be up-andrunning from October 18th.
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Success!

Second award in 50th Anniversary
Year
The Brent Centre was delighted to be awarded the
prestigious 2018 Award for Excellence from the
American Association for Child Psychoanalysis, presented to us in May. Previous recipients include
the Anna Freud Centre Parent Toddler Program
and the Barr-Harris Children's Grief Center.
ACP co-chairs Stanley Leiken MD and Jan Baeuerlen MD said: "This award is given to a center or
program exemplifying the highest level of service,

training, outreach or research associated with the
profession of Child Psychoanalysis. It is a real pleasure to see how use of psychoanalytic principles has
been the foundation of the excellent therapeutic
experience that you provide at the Centre.”

Mental health news
The Brent Centre wrote directly to Secretary of
State Jeremy Hunt in March in response to Green
Paper plans to send thousands of newly trained
child mental health workers into schools.
Education Policy Officer Deborah Jones responded to our letter, noting the Brent Centre’s
‘breadth of experience’. In July, the government
unveiled its final plans from the consultation,
with proposals to create new Mental Health Support Teams in schools across the UK, which will
be trialled in 15-20 ‘trailblazer’ areas across the
UK from Jan 2019.

The Houses of Parliament

Read our full letter and follow up-todate news on government proposals on
Twitter at @BC4YP and on our website.

Encouragingly, the new guidelines from the government will ask each pilot to ’follow and build
on existing good practice.’

“It is a real pleasure to see how use of psychoanalytic principles has
been the foundation of the excellent therapeutic experience that you
provide at the Brent Centre for Young People in London.”
ACP Award committee co-chairs
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House of Lords 50th reception

The Brent Centre held a profile-raising reception
at the House of Lords on June 7th which brought
together MPs, peers and friends to mark the
Brent Centre's 50th Anniversary and raise awareness of youth mental illness and the Centre’s five
decades of work.
Around 40 attendees and policy-makers heard
‘inspiring’ words from Channel 4's Jon Snow, MP
Tulip Siddiq and MP Norman Lamb, as well as former patient Pauline Blanchet speak about how
Brent Centre therapy ‘changed her life.’
Peers who attended said they were ‘inspired’ and
would take their impressions forwards in House
of Lords policy-making.
Read the full report on our website.

University of Padua visiting
professorship
Following on from our 50th Anniversary

Conference at the Royal College of Physicians last October, Dr Maxim de Sauma was
awarded a visiting Professorship at the University of Padua in April. This was related to
a joint paper presented at the 2017 Conference with Professor Dr. Michela Gatta from
the university.
Dr Maxim visited Padua for three days in

Dr Maxim de Sauma and Brent Centre Assistant

May where he gave a presentation on

Research Psychologist Manuela Difronzo at the

“Adolescence, Psychoanalysis and Adoles-

University of Padua in May.

cent Exploratory Therapy” at the university
alongside Brent Centre Assistant Research
Psychologist and Specialist Mental Health
Worker Manuela Difronzo.
Dr Maxim will continue to be involved in
seminars and teach in the UK and Italy in the
future.
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Podcast launch
Pauline Blanchet —a former BCYP patient—won
O2 Foundation funding in February to produce a
new podcast project aimed at busting mental
illness stigma amongst young people.
The six episodes, co-produced with the Brent
Centre, feature topics including: young people
and suicidality; Tumblr and eating disorders;
men and anxiety; and social role-models. Pauline interviewed experts and young people as
well as catching an exclusive interview with documentary-maker Louis Theroux on his mental
illness documentaries.
Former patient Pauline Blanchet, 22

You can watch Episode 1 on the BCYP website or Youtube or ‘Catch Up’ / download
the podcast from Podbean.com or iTunes.

In the press
The Brent Centre received widespread press coverage following a
Freedom of Information request in
June to the Office of National Statistics for the latest youth suicide figures for the UK and London, revealing London youth suicides aged 1024 rose four times as fast in London
as in England and Wales over the last
three years.
Dr Maxim de Sauma and Child Psychotherapists Sebastian Kohon, Valentina Levi and Adam Kay were
interviewed in the Guardian, the Independent, the
Evening Standard, the Week, and BBC London
about the deeply concerning increases shown by
the figures, and calls were sounded for more investment in education and health to prevent the
‘tragic and needless waste of young lives' in the
wake of this highly troubling news.
Full press coverage available by searching
@BC4YP on Twitter or on our website.
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New restaurant partnership
The Brent Centre for Young People entered into
a new partnership in May after being named as
Hoppers' Restaurants' Charity of the Month in
Soho and Marylebone. All customers were asked
to donate £1 off their bill or ‘opt-out’.
This brilliant new direction for the Brent Centre
has raised us much-needed income of £4,983
and we would like to say a huge thank you to
marathon runner Luca Hunter, Assistant Manager of Hoppers in Soho and Marylebone, and
Donating friends: Hoppers staff

Office Manager Vicky Short, as well as to everyone at Hoppers, for making the whole initiative
happen.

Challenge London…
Luca

Hunter,

Tom

Gregory,

Lee

Messina, Miles Entwistle and Andre
Howell all ran the London Marathon on
22nd April 2018 in support of the Brent
Centre, raising £6,853 plus £5,000 of
corporate support (see above).
The five runners - three seasoned and
two newbies - braved a scorching
"hottest London marathon on record"
(l-r) Brent Centre psychotherapists Jana
Duchonova, volunteer runner Luca Hunter and
psychotherapist Katherine Shillito at the finish line

at 24C to take on the 26 mile / 42 km
run which wends its way across London
from Blackheath Park in Greenwich to
St James Park.
A huge thank you to all the runners for
their brilliant efforts in raising money
for young people’s mental health services at the Brent Centre. Thank you
Lee, Luca, Andre, Tom and Miles!
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Thank you!

Celebrating a Lottery win!
The Brent Centre celebrated being awarded
significant new grants in 2018 to support our
vital work with Brent’s young people, including our first ever Big Lottery Reaching Communities programme grant of £399,495 for
our in-house clinical work.
We were also delighted to be awarded new
grants from Comic Relief grant of £133,772
for our Sport and Thought Project over three
years, and £144,740 over three years for work
in schools from the City Bridge Trust.
We would like to give our sincere thanks to all
those that continue to pledge vital support.

We couldn't do it without of any of you!

Laufer House
Thank you to all the National Lottery players!
(l-r) Grants Officer Berhanu Kassiye, Dr Maxim
de Sauma and intern Alexandra Busse
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